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politifact is not only a joke, it is a disgusting joke. it is a perpetual disgrace to
honest fact checking. they have the nerve to criticize trump as not being honest.

what a joke. they are a parody. no, they have no right to call themselves fact
checkers. they are a joke, a disgrace to decency, and an insult to the people that
they think read their bs. would you have a storm trooper that has been caught on
video, and brags that he kicks people for fun, but also condemns the violence of
others and uses his authority to harass and intimidate people? no. you would fire

him. this describes politifact quite nicely, and it applies to the majority of the liberal
mainstream media that still pretends to be fair fact checkers. the question always
asked is, who are the real men of america? the men in the red states and the blue
states alike. those who call themselves conservative, republicans, or democrats.

those who stand up to the tyranny of the criminal state and say no. i know the msm
does not want to answer that question. but time to stop being afraid, expose your

real self, and vote! the people who matter, those who vote, are the men and women
of every color. they live in the heart of this country, the land of the free and the
home of the brave. there are too many so called liberal progressives who march,
heckle, and sabotage. there are too many progressives so called friends who hide

and demagogue. every day they find ways to undermine and harm, while they cloak
themselves and their behavior. the real leaders are the men and women of every

color. they will never play the race card and hide who they are. the question every
intelligent person has to ask themselves is how can they be a constant thorn in the
sides of the progressive and their neo-liberal agenda, just as bad or worse as the

one that protects freedom and liberties from the loony left. who are the real
conservatives.
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anime has always had an unfair advantage over other visual media, mainly because the medium
itself is so permeable. not only is there an insatiable appetite for new content, there is also an

endless supply of talented illustrators, caricaturists and photographers willing to lend their skills to
the medium. so it is not surprising that the anime industry has seen an explosion of freelance artists,
and the internet has helped greatly in providing instant visual communication across continents and
cultures. a casual glance at the credits of the most recent sailor moonor sword art onlineseries might

leave you thinking that the only decent visual artists working in the anime industry these days are
those working for the companies themselves. actually, there are plenty of freelance artists too,

whose talents are showcased at art festivals and exhibitions. the challenge has been to find them.
kinoti is the latest project from one of japanes most prominent sculptors. commissioned by the ghibli

museum, satsuki omura created a work for the visual album accompanying the museum s newly
established retrospective on the late tadahisa shiotou, miyazaki s mentor and fellow ghibli veteran.

the piece--a figure of a sleeping young boy--is a version of the sketch he did while he was working on
one of miyazaki s other ghibli classics, my neighbor totoro. the way omura handles every nook and
cranny is impeccable, and he makes shiots images sparkle with an almost palpable energy. kinder,

actually, it is to do with a generic love interest that was present in previous installments and appears
on the box art of the standard version of harvest moon: a wonderful life. i wonder whether she is

drawn from either crapun (kinder) or nosty (more specifically, the satellizer) or both? the former is
cen's english equivalent, and the latter is a character seen in the original harvest moon. 5ec8ef588b
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